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Abstract: Currently, most ships use internal combustion engines (ICEs) either as propulsion engines
or generator sets. The growing concern in environmental protection along with the consequent
international rule framework motivated shipowners and designers to replace conventional power
systems in order to mitigate pollutant emissions. Therefore, manufacturers have made available on
the market many technological solutions to use alternative fuels (Liquefied Natural Gas or LNG,
methanol, etc.). However, the main energy source is still fossil fuel, so almost all the ICEs are made
up of turbocharged diesel engines (TDEs). TDEs have still the potential to improve their efficiency
and reduce fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. In particular, the interpretation of Industry 4.0
given by manufacturers enabled the installation of a robust network of sensors on TDEs, which is
able to allow reliable power management systems and make ships much more efficient regarding
operating costs (fuel consumption and maintenance) and environmental footprint. In this paper,
a software tool that is capable of processing the in-live performance of TDEs is described. The great
novelty consists in the ability to process all the information detected by the sensor network in-live
and dynamically optimize TDEs’ operation, whereas the common practice involves the collection of
performance data and their off-line processing.
Keywords: in-live engine performance; engine monitoring system; Industry 4.0; pollutant emissions;
marine engine; ship propulsion

1. Introduction
On board all operative ships, internal combustion engines (ICEs) are installed with the function of
both propulsion engines and auxiliaries in electric energy generators. Specifically in large ships, ICEs
are mainly 2-stroke and 4-stroke turbocharged diesel engines. Two-stroke engines are used exclusively
for the propulsion of merchant ships such as very large container ships, tankers, and ro-ro due to the
required great power. Moreover, the layout of the general arrangements of these types of ships does
not create particular constraints on the installation of these mammoth-sized engines. On the other
hand, 4-stroke engines, coupled with suitable generators, are used for the production of electric energy
practically on board all ships. Moreover, thanks to the high specific power, they are mainly employed
in the propulsion of ferries, naval ships (up to frigates), pleasure crafts, fishing vessels, and support
vessels for offshore operations. It is still worth underlining that 4-stroke engines are also used in
passenger ship gensets, which, as known, adopt an electric propulsion system.
For both types of engines, the power they can deliver ranges from 10 to 100 MW; therefore,
they must be fed with low-cost fuels that make the shipping of goods and passengers profitable for
shipowners. In fact, as reported in [1], global shipping is responsible for moving about 90% of the
world trade, while cruise ships in 2017 allowed nearly 25 million of passengers to sail the oceans. These
significant results were obtained thanks to the great flexibility offered by shipping and the low cost
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per ton transported of this mode of transportation. Despite maritime transport still being the most
fuel-efficient means of good transit, it should be noted that ships have, as mentioned before, big ICEs
installed on board; as a consequence, shipping greatly contributes to the emission of air pollutants
(PM, SOX , NOX ), sea pollutants (noise, thermal, discharges), and greenhouse gases (GHG).
To be honest, in order to reduce all forms of pollution from ships, since 1973, the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) has already issued a whole series of regulations. Moreover, the IMO
has drawn up a roadmap for reducing emissions from ships in order to provide shipowners and
shipbuilders with a clear long-term strategy to guide their research and development activities. With
particular reference to air emissions, in 2006, MARPOL Annex 6 [2] was issued introducing the
definition of Emission Control Areas, which are the areas of the planet with precise limits of air
pollutant from ships allowed. Given the size of the world fleet and the partially retroactive effect of
these regulations, several steps and implementation dates have been identified. On the same occasion,
the compulsory adoption of the Ship Energy-Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) was introduced
in order to limit waste as much as possible. Subsequently, IMO also ruled in favor of reducing GHG
emissions [3], setting the 50% reduction of CO2 produced by ships as a target in 2050 compared to that
produced in 2011 (year of entry into force of [2]).
On this premise, from 2006 onwards, countless studies have been carried out to evaluate reliable,
economic, and efficient technological solutions capable of achieving these objectives. In particular,
three solutions have been identified [4]: reducing the hull resistance; increasing the overall efficiency of
the propulsion and power generation systems; and using alternative fuels with low or zero pollutant
contents. It is easy to understand that the first strategy is really effective if applied on the construction of
new ships, while the other two ones have found multiple applications also in the retrofitting of existing
ships. In particular, the use of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) as a fuel is now a consolidated reality;
additionally, many studies are being carried out in order to evaluate the use of other fuels such as
hydrogen, methanol, and ammonia [5–7]. However, given the effectiveness of the application of exhaust
gas treatment systems such as SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) and Scrubber, the main energy
source in marine industry is still Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO). In reality, this choice is also a consequence of
the fact that shipowners must guarantee an adequate return on investment, and the major contributors
in the life cycle cost of a ship are precisely maintenance and fuel. Therefore, HFO is preferred because
besides having the lowest cost among fuels, it is very available on the market, has a low sulfur content
variant, and has a consolidated and branched distribution network. However, it should also be noted
that the standards currently achieved by the main marine diesel engine manufacturers ensure that the
conventional marine turbocharged diesel engines (TDEs) have the potential to further reduce their fuel
consumption and their emissions, improving their energy efficiency.
Therefore, monitoring and setting the performance of TDEs is vital: indeed, the efficiency of any
onboard machinery is directly related to its performance in order to get an efficient combustion.
Shipowners know very well that ensuring an efficient combustion reduces not only pollutant
emissions but also fuel and maintenance costs. Conventionally, there are several ways to monitor the
performance of a TDE: measuring the peak pressure by mechanical peak pressure gauge; indicator
card measurement; digital pressure monitoring; intelligent combustion monitoring; monitoring of
engine control parameters; engine parameters; log book monitoring; and engine emission evaluation.
All these techniques, which are actually very effective, currently have the limit of providing for the
offline processing of the data obtained in the monitoring and subsequent adjustment of the engine.
However, numerous studies [8–12] have demonstrated the possibility of simulating engine operation
with remarkable precision.
The adoption of the Industry 4.0 paradigm by engine manufacturers has led the development of
a new generation of products equipped with advanced automation systems [13]. These automation
systems are made up of a dense network of sensors that allows the detection of performance data
of the TDEs and a series of actuators that are able to adjust the functional parameters of most of
the auxiliary devices, in order to make the TDE always work at a maximum of its possibilities.
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Unfortunately, the common current practice foresees that, especially when new TDEs are installed,
the manufacturer controls the monitoring functions, and the data collected are exploited only for
diagnostic and maintenance purposes.
In this paper, a software tool that is capable of processing the in-live performance of TDEs is
described. In particular, with reference to the main international standards, the tool instantly processes
the data collected by the network of sensors installed on board, obtaining the engine performance data
in-live and allowing the dynamic optimization of TDE operation. Particular attention was paid to
writing the routine for the evaluation of air polluting emissions, because the latter can be significantly
reduced in the first instance by acting on the combustion parameters and subsequently on the actuators
that regulate the operation of both the SCR and Scrubber. Given the importance of determining the
emissions, the tool calculates them by using two methods, the Air Nozzle and the Carbon Balance
methods, both widely described below.
2. Rule Framework
Regarding the software’s mathematical steps required for the in-live performance evaluation,
the following regulations have been analyzed:
•

•

•

•

•

Regulation ISO 5167-1:2003 [14]. In this document, the Technical Committee establishes the
general principles for methods of measurement and computation of the flowrate of fluid flowing
in a conduit by means of pressure differential devices. Thus, Regulation ISO 5167-3:2003 [15]
.
provides the procedure for the evaluation of the incoming air mass flowrate to the compressor mair
by means of an Air Nozzle. Via the calculation of an ideal air mass flow through an Air Nozzle
with Bernoulli’s equation and the implementation of discharge coefficient CD and expansion
coefficient , the real air mass flow can be rated;
Resolution MEPC.177 (58) (NOx Technical Code 2008) [16]. This technical code, besides providing
mandatory procedures for the testing, survey, and certification of marine diesel engines, gives
.
a method to estimate exhaust mass flowrate mexh by means of Carbon Balance. The method is
demonstrated in ISO 8178-1 [17] through the equivalence between carbon entering the engine
versus carbon leaving the engine;
Regulation ISO 8217:2010 [18]. Within this regulation, standard values for fuels (in terms of
density, viscosity, flash point, and much more) are provided. These are used if correct values from
tests on in-use fuels are not available;
CIMAC Number 27|2007 [19]. The overall efficiency of a turbocharger ηTl can be evaluated by
using the general formula provided in this document. Anyway, some manufactures (ABB and
Mitsubishi) allow using simplified formulas, derived from the general one, which are reported in
manufacturer’s technical notes;
Resolution MEPC.176(58)|2008 [20]. For air pollution emission in atmosphere (in terms principally
of nitrogen oxides NOX and sulfur oxides SOX emissions), the worldwide thresholds are fixed
in this International Convention. This resolution embeds the previous 1997 Protocol that sets
limits on sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide emissions from ship exhausts and prohibits deliberate
emissions of ozone-depleting substances. As regards the European Union, the Directive EU
2016/802 [21], commonly known as “EU Sulphur Directive”, concerning the maximum amount
of sulfur dioxide emissions in the atmosphere, and the Regulation C(2016)8381 [22], concerning
the general and technical requirements for emission limits and type approval for non-road ICEs,
are issued.

3. Tool Description
3.1. General Principles
The software described in this paper was developed using as environment LABVIEW (Laboratory
of Virtual Instrumentation and Engineering Workbench), which is system engineering software for
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applications that requires tests, measurements, and control. The programming language is called
Graphic Language (G-Language) and differs from the traditional ones because the syntax is not written
but graphic. This language is able to perform multithreading spontaneously without explicit control
from the programmer; consequently, it is an excellent tool for handling all the processes in parallel.
In order to define a digital configuration environment that is capable of perfectly adapting to the
real on-board configuration, the number of independent choices to perform is very high. As a result,
the software requires several processes.
The calculation procedure of the performance values starts with the evaluation of the incoming
.
air mass flowrate to the engine mair eng .
This quantity, expressed in kg/s, is evaluated through two different procedures:
•
•

.

by means of the evaluation of incoming air mass flow to the compressor mair , which is measured
if the Air Nozzle is installed;
.
by Sci.
means
the
evaluation
of exhaust gas mass flow mexh , calculated using the Carbon 5Balance
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3.3. Output
The Routines allow the calculation of several outputs: in particular, the following quantities,
summarized in Table 1, represent the most important parameters for Performance Evaluation.
Turbocharger efficiencies in terms of compressor efficiency 𝜂 , turbine efficiency 𝜂 , and
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During the first phase of Configuration Set Up, the software requires the user to make all the
choices previously mentioned in order to generate a Set Up Environment. The latter will be used to
communicate to the actual engine of the software, which is called Main, the calculations to perform
and the constants and variables necessary for them; furthermore, it provides an association between
the variables and the sensors detected in the network.
The next phase requires running the parsing—that is, the association between the variables used
in the Calculation Routine and the numerical values (i.e., the physical sensors) detected in the Sensor
Network (SN). The user has to perform this phase manually every time.
Once the parsing is completed, the software starts with the Data Processing phase. The Main
determines the calculations to perform and the input to use, which is based on available in-use
configuration information, manually inserted constant values, and variables collected by the SN.
Indeed, the analysis of both classic bibliography and the Rules in Performance Calculation area allowed
identifying the functions required to define the interest value in Performance Evaluation. A huge
number of them can be calculated only if the Border Conditions provided by the Set Up Environment
are fulfilled; otherwise, the software does not perform the calculation of those functions and proceeds
to verify all the others.
The last phase concerns the real calculation and the in-live visualization of the performance
through a continuous update of the input values detected by the SN.
3.2. Configuration Set Up
As regards to Configuration Set Up phase (Figure 2), three principal Routines can be defined.
Each of them refers to an .xml database file that is able to contain all the choices made in that specific
Routine by the user during the Input Configuration phase (if saved). These databases will be used to
speed up the future operations of the Configuration Set Up. The Routines are the following ones:
1.

2.
3.

Routine Test Bed: routine used to insert all the information concerning the Test Bed
instrumentation installed; it is composed of five SubRoutines: SubRoutine Air Nozzle, SubRoutine
Engine Torque System, SubRoutine Fuel Analysis and Measurement, SubRoutine Emissions,
and SubRoutine Humidity.
Furthermore, the SubRoutine Fuel Analysis and Measurement refers to its own .xml database file,
containing the chemical characteristics of the fuel used by the engine. In this way, the opportunity of
monitoring the variation in terms of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur concentration
of a fuel compared to another one is provided.
Routine Engine Characteristic: routine used to insert all the information concerning the engine;
Routine Turbocharger: routine used to insert all the information concerning the turbocharger.

With these Routines, the user must make a series of choices necessary to define a Set Up
Environment that is able to identify uniquely both the sensors and instrumentations list installed
and the Border Conditions required for the determination of computability of the following
mathematical functions.
Among the choices, the user has also to answer about the presence on the SN of every sensor. If
the sensor is not online, then the software requires manually inserting a constant value; otherwise,
the variable name becomes available in the parsing phase for the matching with the relevant sensor.
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3.3. Output
The Routines allow the calculation of several outputs: in particular, the following quantities,
summarized in Table 1, represent the most important parameters for Performance Evaluation.
Table 1. Identified output.
Field of Interest

Output

Symbol

Unit

Engine

Effective Compression Ratio

ECR

/

Turbocharger

Compressor efficiency
Turbine efficiency
Overall efficiency
Compressor pressure ratio (total to total)
Turbine pressure ratio (total to total)
Corrected turbocharger speed

ηsV
ηT
ηTI
ΠV
ΠT
n298

/
/
/
/
/
rpm

Fuel

Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
ISO Correction Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
Total Brake Specific Fuel Consumption

BSFC
BSFCcorr
BSFCtotal

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

Emissions

NOX emissions
CO emissions
CO2 emissions
THC emissions
O2 emissions
SO2 emissions

NOX
CO
CO2
THC
O2
SO2

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

Turbocharger efficiencies in terms of compressor efficiency ηSV , turbine efficiency ηT , and overall
efficiency ηTl can be determined by both formulations contained in the literature (e.g., CIMAC [19])
and formulations recommended by manufacturer (e.g. ABB and Mitsubishi).
The compressor pressure ratio (total to total) ΠV , turbine pressure ratio (total to partial) ΠT ,
and corrected turbocharger speed n298 represent the inputs for the most common in-use compressor
and turbine maps. Indeed, the implementation of in-live visualization of the operating point of the
compressor and the turbine inside the relative map is still under study.
The Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (evaluated for each contribution of fuel, corrected for
LHVISO (ISO Lower Heating Value) of the fuel in use and total) and the Effective Compression Ratio
are necessary to evaluate the engine consumption and its thermal efficiency.
Eventually, the main parameters for Performance Evaluation are NOX , CO, CO2 , THC, O2 , and SO2
concentrations, which are expressed in g/kWh. This unit of measurement is very important because
is the one used to verify the compliance with the standards regarding air pollution established by
MARPOL 2017 [2].
Once these outputs have been calculated, to optimize the TDE’s functioning (in terms of both
increasing turbocharger efficiency and decreasing fuel consumption and emissions, given in g/kWh),
the engine automation, in the forthcoming future, will be directly connected with the tool by means
of a dedicated Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). Thus, through the automatic modification of
some electromechanical processes (such as wastegate opening and inlet and exhaust valve closure),
the self-acting improving of Performance values will be achieved.
4. Tool Application to Evaluate Pollutant Emissions
For marine engines, pollution production is strictly related to their working. Indeed, pollutant
substances such as NOX , CO, CO2 , THC, O2 , and SO2 are a natural consequence of the combustion
process. However, their production can be mitigated through more efficient and high-performing
engines and combustion process. In this regard, the use of a lower quantity of fuel, without affecting
the output power, is one of the first measures to apply. Furthermore, also a cleaner combustion
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4.1. Air Nozzle Approach
1
1
(1)
𝑝 + 𝜌𝑉
= 𝑝 + 𝜌𝑉inlet connected to a cylindrical section
The Air Nozzle is a device consisting
of
a
convergent
2
2
installed at the compressor inlet. The reference Regulation regarding the Air Nozzle approach is the
in which subscripts “1” and “2” mark the fluid situation before/upstream and after/downstream the
above-mentioned ISO 5167-3:2003 [15].
shrinkage, respectively. In both cases, the fluid situation must be measured at a point at which the
In this approach, the formula for the air flowrate calculation is the same for both two-stroke and
flow can be considered stationary.
four-stroke engines. It derives from the Bernoulli’s equation for ideal fluids passing through a section
The continuity equation gives the following equation:
shrinkage (Figure 3). Indeed, for incompressible fluids, the following equation is valid:
𝑉
𝑉
(2)
𝑉
= 𝐴 𝑉 = 𝐴 𝑉1 → 𝑉 =
𝑉 =
1 and
2
2
𝐴
𝐴
p1 + ρV1 = p2 + ρV2
(1)
2
2
where:
in which
subscripts
“1” and “2”
mark the fluid situation before/upstream and after/downstream the
𝑉
[m /s]
is the volumetric
flowrate;
shrinkage,
respectively.
In
both
cases,
the fluid
situation must be measured at a point at which the flow
𝐴 and 𝐴 [m ] are Section 1 and 2 areas,
respectively;
canand
be 𝑉considered
𝑉
[m/s] are stationary.
Section 1 and 2 speeds, respectively.

Figure 3.
3. Section
Section shrinkage.
shrinkage.
Figure

The continuity equation gives the following equation:
Eventually, through the following equations, the ideal mass flowrate 𝑚
[kg/s] can be
.
.
calculated:
.
V
V
V ideal = A1 V1 = A2 V2 → V1 𝑚= ideal and V2 = ideal
(2)
A1
A2
=
𝑉
(3)
𝜌
where:
in which 𝜌 [kg/m ] is the density of the fluid.
The previous equations allowed calculating the ideal flowrate 𝑚
. For the real flowrate, the
following two coefficients are necessary:
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h
i
.
V ideal m3 /s is the volumetric flowrate;
h i
A1 and A2 m2 are Sections 1 and 2 areas, respectively;
V1 and V2 [m/s] are Sections 1 and 2 speeds, respectively.
.

Eventually, through the following equations, the ideal mass flowrate mideal [kg/s] can be calculated:
.

V ideal

.

m
= ideal
ρ

(3)

h
i
in which ρ kg/m3 is the density of the fluid.
.
The previous equations allowed calculating the ideal flowrate mideal . For the real flowrate,
the following two coefficients are necessary:
.

.

V

V ideal
A1

and V2 = Aideal
" .
2  . 2 2 #
V
V ideal
1
− Aideal
p1 − p2 = 2 ρ A2
V1 =

1

.

.

V ideal =
•
•

mideal
ρ




v

u

u

t 2ρ p − p


2
1
.

→ . . . → mideal = A2

 A 2




1 − A2

1



(4)

Coefficient of discharge CD (non-dimensional coefficient): it takes into account friction, viscosity,
and turbulence effects;
Expansion factor  (non-dimensional coefficient): it takes into account fluid compressibility.

4.1.1. Coefficient of Discharge Calculation
The coefficient of discharge CD can be calculated through formulations based on the following
equations:
.
4mideal
D2
V1 D 1
β=
; ReD =
=
(Reynolds number for shrinkage).
(5)
D1
v
πµD1
The formula for calculating CD depends on the type of the Air Nozzle [15]. In particular, we have
the following different formulations:
ISA 1932 Nozzle : CD

 6 1.15 
10
= 0.9900 − 0.2662β4.1 − 0.00175β2 − 0.0033β4.15 Re
D
Long radius Nozzle :CD = 0.9965 − 0.00653β

0.5

106
ReD

(6)

!0.5
.

(7)

.

Eventually, the formula for calculating the real mass flowrate mreal is the following:
.

mreal

v
u
u
t 2ρ p − p
D22 q
D22 q
2
1
CD
= CD A2
π
2ρ p1 − p2 = Cπ
2ρ p1 − p2
 A 2 = p
4
1 − β4 4
1 − A2

(8)

1

C
in which √ D

1−β4

is defined as the flow shrinkage coefficient C (non-dimensional).

4.1.2. Expansion Factor calculation
In order to take into account the fluid compressibility, the expansion factor  must be introduced
as follows:
s
!
!
!
1 − β4
p2
kτ2/k
1 − τ(k−1)/k
 =
if
≥ 0.75
(9)
k − 1 1 − β4 τ2/k
1−τ
p1
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where:
τ =

p2
p1 ;

k is the adiabatic expansion coefficient, which is equal to the constant-pressure specific heat and


constant-volume specific heat ratio k = cp /cv .
4.1.3. Real Flowrate Calculation
The previous equations can be combined to obtain the formulation for calculating the air flowrate
.
as follows mnozzle :
.

q
q
√
D2
D2
= Cπ 42 2ρair p1 − p2 = 2C ∈ π 42 ρair ∆pair nozzle =
q
= K ρair ∆pair nozzle

.

mnozzle = mreal

(10)

in which:
i
√
D2 h
K = 2C ∈ π 42 m2 is the Air Nozzle coefficient;
h
i
100p0
ρair kg/m3 is the air density, equal to ρair = R (t +273.15
, where Rair = 287.04 J/kgK;
)
air

1

∆pair nozzle [mbar] is the orifice plate differential pressure. Usually, values are between 100 and
250 mmH2 O.
In order to take into account the measurement units used for ∆pair nozzle [mbar], it is necessary to
introduce a small change in the previous formula as follows:
q

.

mnozzle = K

100ρair ∆pair nozzle [Pa].

(11)

Eventually, it is worth noting that the air flowrate that effectively reaches the engine is lower, due
to compressor losses. Moreover, a situation with multiple inlets to the turbocharger (n◦ TC ) could be the
real one. As a result, the following equation is the most correct one to evaluate the real air flowrate
.
mair eng :
!
TCsealing air ◦ .
.
(12)
n TC mnozzle
mair eng = 1 −
100
in which TCsealing air [%] represents the air loss within the compressor seal. Its approximated value is
usually equal to 1.5%.
.
Finally, the exhaust mass flowrate mexh can be calculated as follows:
.

.

mexh = 3600mair eng + 10−3 Peng BSFCtotal [kg/h]

(13)

where BSFCtotal [g/kWh] is the total brake-specific fuel consumption, which is defined below. Indeed,
for the flow equivalence principle, the exhaust mass flowrate is equal to the air mass flowrate plus the
burnt-fuel flowrate.
4.2. Carbon Balance Method
The Carbon Balance method allows calculating the exhaust flowrate by means of the concentration
of some components of the exhaust gases and the fuel concentration and consumption. The approach
is regulated within the revision of MEPC (Marine Environment Protection Committee) Resolution
176(58)|2008 [20], of the NOx Technical Code 2008 [16] and partially within the EU 2016/802 [21].
In order to apply this method, both fuel analyses and sensors able to evaluate exhaust gases and
calculate engine consumptions are necessary.
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In the following sections, thermodynamics quantities will be distinguished on the basis of their
water content in two categories: wet and dry quantities. This is important because some sensors could
be damaged while measuring quantities (e.g., oxygen detectors).
Another important necessary distinction is related to dual-fuel engines: indeed, for some quantities,
the fuel gas duration injection will be reported. In particular, a fuel gas duration injection < 1 µs
implies an engine working with fuel oil; in such a way, the transition between fuel and gas will not
be considered.
4.2.1. Demonstration of the Carbon Balance Method
The basic assumption of the Carbon Balance method implies that the exhaust gas components are
in the form of CO, CO2 , and HC (HydroCarbon). Consequently, the flowrate of wet exhaust gases is
defined by the following equation [16]:

.

mexh, wet




.

= m f uel 



1.4Fuelmix contc Fuelmix contc
!
1.4Fuelmix contC
1
+0.08936Fuelmix contH −1 +FSC
1.293
fC

fcfc





+0.08936Fuelmix contH − 1 1 +



Ha
1000



+ 1 [kg/h].

(14)

This formula is based on the principle for which the carbon-inlet quantity is equal to the
carbon-outlet quantity: Carbon in = Carbon out. The following sections will clearly define the meaning
of the two quantities.
Carbon in
The carbon-inlet quantity is calculated through the following formula:
.

Carbonin = m f uel Fuelmix cont c

(15)

.

where m f uel [kg/h] is the net fuel flowrate and Fuelmix cont C [% mass] is the carbon content in the fuel
mixture, which is calculated as follows:
Fuelmix cont C =

Fueloil cont C [BSFCFuel oil−loss + BSFCPilot oil ]


if Fuel gas duration injection < 1 µs

BSFCtotal

= 

Fuel
BSFC
+
Fuel
BSFC
gas cont C
oil cont C
Pilot oil
Fuel gas


if Fuel gas duration injection ≥ 1 µs
BSFC

(16)

total

in which:
Fueloil cont C [% mass] is the carbon content in the primary fuel, provided by fuel tests;
BSFCFuel oil−loss [g/kWh] is the brake-specific fuel consumption minus losses and is calculated through
the following formula:

BSFCFuel oil−loss =

Pengine

=

where:
.

m f uel [kg/h] is the net fuel flowrate;
.

m f uel,total [kg/h] is the fuel flowrate, losses included;
m f uel,loss [g] is the mass of fuel lost;
Peng [kW] is the engine power;
t f uel loss [min] is the losses measurement time.

m f uel,loss

.

.

103 m f uel

103 m f uel,total − 60 t
Pengine

f uel loss

(17)
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BSFCPilot oil [g/kWh] is the brake-specific pilot fuel consumption, which is calculated with the following
formula:
.
mPilot oil
BSFCPilot oil =
(18)
Peng
.

in which mPilot oil [g/h] is the pilot fuel flowrate and Peng [kW] is the engine power.
Fuel gas cont C [% mass]: fuel gas carbon content;

.

BSFCFuel gas [g/kWh] : brake-specific fuel gas consumption, equal to BSFCFuel gas =
.

103 m gas
Pengine

where

m gas [kg/h] is the gas flowrate and Peng [kW] is the engine power.
BSFCtotal [g/kWh] is the total brake-specific fuel consumption, which is calculated through the
following formulae:
(
BSFCtotal =

BSFCFuel oil−loss + BSFCPilot oil if Fuel gas duration injection < 1 µs
BSFCFuel gas + BSFCPilot oil if Fuel gas duration injection ≥ 1 µs

(19)

Carbon out
The carbon-outlet quantity is calculated through the following formula:
"
Carbonout = Catomic mass

CO2 emissions
COemissions
HCemissions
+
+
CO2 molar mass
COmolar mass
HCmolar mass

#
(20)

in which:
Catomic mass = 12.011 g is the relative carbon mass;
CO2 emissions , COemissions and HCemissions [g/h] are the substances flowrate emissions;
CO2 molar mass , COmolar mass and HCmolar mass [g/mol] are the molar masses of pollutant.
Emissions can be calculated through the following general equation:
Pollutantemissions =

Pollutantmolar mass
.
Pollutantconcentration mexh
Pollutantmolar volume ρexh

(21)

h
i
where Pollutantmolar volume m3 /mol is the molar mass and the molar volume of pollutant CO2 , CO, or
HC, respectively. It is worth noting that the molar mass/molar volume ratio of a pollutant is equal to
its density, as shown below:
Pollutantmolar mass
ρpollutant =
.
(22)
Pollutantmolar volume
As a result, by substituting the density in the carbon out formulation, the following equation is
obtained:
"
#
.
mexh CO2 concentration
COconcentration
HCconcentration
Carbonout = Catomic mass
+
+
(23)
ρexh CO2 molar volume
COmolar volume
HCmolar volume
Exhaust gas density calculation
.

The exhaust
h gasi density is equal to the ratio between mass flowrate mexh [kg/h ] and volumetric
.
flowrate V exh m3 /h :
.
mexh
.
(24)
ρexh = .
V exh
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The volumetric flowrate V exh can be calculated by summing up the volumetric flowrate of all the
exhaust gas components; however, since they are dependent mainly on CO, CO2 , and HC content,
the formula can be simplified as follows:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

V exh = V CO + V NO + V NO2 + V HC + V H2 O + V CO2 + V O2 + V N2 + V SO2 →
.
.
.
.
.
V exh ≈ V CO + V HC + V H2 O + V CO2 .

(25)

.

The last expression of V exh implies that the exhaust gas volumetric flowrate is calculated by taking
into account also the water content (i.e., it is a wet quantity). To obtain the dry exhaust gas volumetric
.
flowrate, the water contribution V H2 O must be deducted as follows:
.

.

.

V exh,dry = V exh − V H2 O .

(26)

The volumetric flowrate for CO and HC can be evaluated through the single components
concentrations as follows:
.

.

.

.

V CO = V exh COconcentration ; V HC = V exh HCconcentration .

(27)

On the other hand, as regards the volumetric flowrate for H2 O and CO2 , the following formulae
must be used:
.

.

.

V H2 O
.

mcomb air,wet Comb aircont H2 O H2 Omolar volume m f uel Fuelmix cont H2 O H2 Omolar volume
+
=
H2 Omolar mass
2Hatomic mass

V CO2

(28)

.

.

mcomb air,wet Comb aircont CO2 CO2 molar volume m f uel Fuelmix cont C CO2 molar volume
=
+
CO2 molar mass
Catomic mass

(29)

These equations are based on the principle for which water and carbon dioxide are contained also
in the combustion air; therefore, to consider it, a first addend, whose factors are described below, is
necessary:
•
•

.

mcomb air,wet [kg/h] is the wet mass flowrate of the combustion air;
Comb aircont H2 O and Comb aircont CO2 are the concentration of water and carbon dioxide in the
combustion air, respectively;

4.2.2. Carbon Balance Quantities
The quantities in the Carbon Balance method are the following:
.

•

m f uel [kg/h] : fuel flowrate;

•

fC : emission carbon factor. It is a coefficient that allows converting activity data into GHG
emissions and is calculated as follows:
fC = 0.5441(CO2 concentration − CO2 amb air concentration )
+ HCconcentration
17355

•
•

+ COconcentration
18522

(30)

where the dry quantities are the CO2 amb air concentration [%] (concentration of CO2 in the ambient
air), CO2 concentration [%] and COconcentration [ppm] (concentration of CO2 and CO in the exhaust gas,
respectively), while HCconcentration [ppm] (concentration of HC in the exhaust gas) is a wet quantity.
Since the carbon dioxide can be found in larger quantities than the other components, it is usually
measured
in percentage;
h
i
Ha gH2 O /kgair,dry : absolute moisture in the aspiration air, defined as the ratio between steam
density ρs and dry air density ρair,dry at the same temperature;
Fuelmix cont C [% mass] : carbon content in the fuel mixture;
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Fuelmix cont H [% mass] : hydrogen content in the fuel mixture;
FSC : fuel dry specific constant for exhaust gases, calculated as follows:
FSC = −0.055593Fuelmix cont

H

+ 0.008002Fuelmix cont N + 0.0070046Fuelmix cont O

(31)

The basic assumption of the Carbon Balance method is flawed: indeed, since it considers only the
emissions based on carbon (CO, CO2 and HC), it eliminates all the other components based on nitrogen
and oxygen (e.g., nitrogen oxides NOX and the oxygen itself). Consequently, corrective coefficients
able to consider all the other fuel components are necessary:
•
•

Fuelmix cont N [% mass] : nitrogen content in the fuel mixture;
Fuelmix cont O [% mass] : oxygen content in the fuel mixture.

4.3. Emissions Calculation
The values of pollutant concentration measured by the emission sensors are the basis for the
calculation of emissions, which are calculated through the following formula:
.
 g 
m Emissionconcetration,dry µkdtw
3 exh
Emission
= 10
kWh
Peng

(32)

Here, two new quantities are introduced:
•

kdtw : dry to wet coefficient, used to convert a dry quantity to a wet one by means of the following
formulation provided in [16]:
kdtw

mix cont H
(CO2 concetration + COconcentration )
= 1 + 0.005 × 11.9164 Fuel
Fuel
mix cont C

a
+ 10001.608H
+1.608Ha

Fuel

−0.01

•

(33)

+ 0.00794

0.5×11.9164 Fuelmix

cont H
mix cont C

(3CO2

COconcetration (CO2

concetration +COconcetration )

concetration +COconcetration )

−1




µ : component specific factor, equal to the ratio between gas component density (Table 2) and
exhaust gas density. The NOX Technical Code [16] provides specific tables containing µ values
(Table 3).
Table 2. Gas component density.

ρcomponent
h
i
kg/m3

NOX

CO

HC

CO2

O2

CH4

2.053

1.250

-

1.9636

1.4277

0.716
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Table 3. Component specific factor µ.
ρexhaust
[kg/m3 ]

NOX

CO

HC

CO2

O2

CH4

Fuel oil

1.2943

0.001586

0.000966

0.000482

0.001517

0.001103

0.000553

Ethanol
(ED95)

1.2768

0.001609

0.000980

0.000780

0.001539

0.001119

0.000561

Natural
Gas

1.2661

0.001621

0.000987

0.000528

0.001551

0.001128

0.000565

Propane

1.2805

0.001603

0.000976

0.000512

0.001533

0.001115

0.000559

Butane

1.2832

0.001600

0.000974

0.000505

0.001530

0.001113

0.000558

LPG

1.2811

0.001602

0.000976

0.000510

0.001533

0.001115

0.000559

Gasoline
(E10)

1.2931

0.001587

0.000966

0.000499

0.001518

0.001104

0.000553

Ethanol
(E85)

1.2797

0.001604

0.000977

0.000730

0.001534

0.001116

0.000559

Formula (32) for the calculation of emissions is applicable to all the pollutant emissions except
for nitrogen oxides, due to their dependency on ambient air conditions. A coefficient that takes into
account ambient air temperature and moisture is introduced as follows:
khumNox
= 1−0.012(H

1

(34)

a −10.71)−0.00275(t1 −24.85)+0.00285(T3 −T3 nom)

where T3 nom is the nominal air receiver temperature. The coefficient khum NOX applies to the moisture
range 0 − 25gH2 O /kgair,dry .
As a result, the NOX emissions can be calculated as dry quantities with the formula:
NOX

.
 g 
NOX concentration kdtw khum NO X mexh µNO X
= 103
kWh
Peng

(35)

The NOX emissions calculated as wet quantities can be obtained omitting the coefficient kdtw in
the previous Formula (35).
4.4. Emission SubRoutine
The Emission SubRoutine (Figure 4) is the part of the code dedicated to managing the user’s
choices in terms of modules for emissions detection within the Test Bed. The current analyses have
identified three modules for the emissions detection:
•
•
•

CO/CO2 /O2 module;
NOX module;
THC module.

As mentioned previously, in this Routine, the user is called to answer the presence of every
above-listed module in the SN (in Figure 4, the red boxes represent Online data, which are available
for the parsing, while the blue ones represent Offline data, to insert as a constant value).
Finally, as regards the NOX and THC modules, the user is called to answer another important
question about the method used for acquiring emissions values. Indeed, the measurement of these
pollutants can be performed either with or without the water contribution; in the first case, the software
refers to wet measurements, whereas in the second one, the software refers to dry measurements.
For practical purposes, the main difference between these two cases lies in the kdtw coefficient that is
present or not in Formula (32).

Finally, as regards the NOX and THC modules, the user is called to answer another important
question about the method used for acquiring emissions values. Indeed, the measurement of these
pollutants can be performed either with or without the water contribution; in the first case, the
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5. Tool–First Validation
5. Tool–First Validation
In order to make a first validation about the correct working of the software, a comparison between
the results obtained from both the tool and the WIT offline procedure, based on the same engine
configuration, has been carried out.
The configuration used for this comparison (Table 4) is about a Test Bed with an in-line four-stroke
engine W6L50DF, a two-stage ABB turbocharger and, as equipment, an Air Nozzle and emission
machine with all the pollution detection modules.
Table 4. Engine configuration.
Engine

W6L50DF

Turbocharger

Two-stage ABB
Air Nozzle
Emission machine:

Test bed equipment

-

CO, CO2 , O2 module;
THC module (Wet);
NOX module (Wet).

No Wastegate detected
Load

109.4%

Fuel

Only gas

The analyzed operating point is at 110% of the engine nominal load in only gas mode.
To perform this comparison, the pilot contribution to the combustion and the nitrogen and oxygen
values in the fuel gas were not considered due to their negligible values.
Once the Set Up Environment has been properly generated (Table 5) and the parsing has been
performed, the software determined which functions had to be calculated, verifying whether the
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Border Conditions were fulfilled or not. On the basis of the selected engine configuration, the software
established 111 calculable functions out of 584.
Table 5. Input values.
t0 [◦ C]

35.000

ENGINE SPEED [rpm]

599.5

mGAS NET [kg/h]

1277.900

t1 [◦ C]

35.100

Z [-]

6

CO2 DRY CONC [%]

5.360

200.200

BORE [m]

0.500

CODRY CONC [%]

163.470

t2 LP

[◦ C]

t1 HP

[◦ C]

61.500

STROKE [m]

0.580

O2 DRY CONC [%]

11.080

149.000

CR [-]

13

NOX WET CONC [ppm]

131.690

t3 [◦ C]

55.800

ROD TO CRANK RATIO [-]

4.167

THCWET CONC [ppm]

631.990

t4 [◦ C]

532.100

TIVC [rad]

−60

tRELATIVE HUMIDITY [◦ C]

20.100

[◦ C]

564.200

k [-]

0.630

HR [gH2 O/kgairdry]

37.400

t2 [◦ C]

t5

479.500

∆pN [mbar]

34.900

COMP LEAKLP [%]

1.500

t6 [◦ C]

324.700

nTC [-]

1

COMP LEAKHP [%]

1.000

p0 [mbar]

1013.300

D2 LP [m]

0.500

PENG [kW]

8530

p1 [mbar]

25.980

D2 HP [m]

0.263

LHVGAS [MJ/kg]

49.820

p2 LP [bar]

2.670

D5 LP [m]

0.500

AFRGAS [-]

16.970

p1 HP [mbar]

2670.000

D5 HP [m]

0.262

TURB SPEEDLP [rpm]

18011

p2 [bar]

6.280

CGAS CONTENT [%]

75.200

TURB SPEEDHP [rpm]

16393

p3 [bar]

6.220

HGAS CONTENT [%]

24.700

tRECEIVER NOMINAL [◦ C]

50.000

p5 [bar]

3.830

NGAS CONTENT [%]

0.000

p5 LP [bar]

2.040

OGAS CONTENT [%]

0.000

p6 [bar]

0.00843

SGAS CONTENT [%]

0.000

t5 LP

[◦ C]

Tables 6–8 presents the output of the first validation of the tool determined by both Air Nozzle and
Carbon Balance methods, compared with the same features evaluated by the WIT offline procedure.
The root mean square error of all features evaluated with the tool and the WIT offline procedure
is equal to 1.46%, which is a more than acceptable result given the extent of the analyzed quantities.
Table 6. Comparison between the output values–Running parameters. BSFC: Brake-Specific Fuel
Consumption, WIT: Wärtsilä Italia.
Symbol

Unit

In-Live Tool

Offline WIT Procedure

Percentage Error

ECR

Stage

/

10.546

10.550

0.038%

BSFC

g/kWh

149.812

149.820

0.005%

BSFCcorr
n298

g/kWh

149.273

149.290

0.011%

LP

rpm

295.225

295.000

−0.076%

HP

rpm

257.887

258.000

0.044%
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Table 7. Comparison between the output values–Air Nozzle method results.
Symbol

Stage

Unit

In-Live Tool

Offline WIT Procedure

Percentage Error

ηsV

LP

%

81.541

85.276

4.381%

HP

%

79.758

81.943

2.740%

LP

%

78.957

76.963

−2.525%

HP

%

80.031

76.175

−4.818%

ηT
ηTI
ΠV
ΠT

LP

%

64.382

65.631

1.940%

HP

%

63.831

62.420

−2.211%

LP

/

3.775

3.778

0.079%

HP

/

1.992

1.973

−0.954%

LP

/

3.004

3.007

0.100%

HP
NOX

/

1.634

1.590

−2.693%

g/kWh

1.115

1.109

−0.538%

CO

g/kWh

330.817

346.029

4.598%

CO2

g/kWh

0.642

0.672

4.673%

THC

g/kWh

1.833

1.823

−0.546%

O2

g/kWh

497.347

520.217

4.598%

SO2

g/kWh

0.000

0.000

0.000%

Table 8. Comparison between the output values–Carbon Balance method results.
Symbol
ηsV
ηT
ηTI
ΠV
ΠT

Stage

Unit

In-Live Tool

Offline WIT Procedure

Percentage Error

LP

%

81.507

80.418

−1.336%

HP

%

79.728

81.739

2.522%

LP

%

79.007

79.297

0.367%

HP

%

80.153

77.379

−3.461%

LP

%

64.396

63.769

−0.974%

HP

%

63.904

63.249

−1.025%

LP

/

3.770

3.584

−4.934%

HP

/

1.990

1.970

−1.005%

LP

/

3.004

3.007

0.100%

HP

/

1.632

1.630

−0.123%

NOX

g/kWh

1.088

1.093

0.460%

CO

g/kWh

322.808

340.936

5.616%

CO2

g/kWh

0.627

0.662

5.581%

THC

g/kWh

1.788

1.796

0.447%

O2

g/kWh

485.307

512.561

5.616%

SO2

g/kWh

0.000

0.000

0.000%

6. Conclusions
The paper presents a tool for the evaluation of the performance in-live of turbocharged diesel
engines for marine application. The tool has been developed in G-Language within the LABVIEW
environment; its management is very simple and rapid, even if it requires many formulas in order
to reliably describe the thermodynamic phenomena resulting from supercharged combustion inside
the engine. One of the main challenges fought has concerned a process of synthesis and selection of
the input variables, which are in large part to be acquired from the network of sensors installed on
the engine. In order to fully describe the engine performance, 584 different formulas were used in
the different routines and subroutines. In the present work, the routine for evaluating air pollutant
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emissions in terms of NOX , SOX , COX and HC has been completely described. In particular, the two
methods that are used (i.e., the Air Nozzle approach and Carbon Balance approach) have been
thoroughly presented.
The great novelty offered by this tool is the ability of processing all the data detected by the
sensor network in-live in order to monitor and dynamically optimize the TDEs’ operation, whereas
the common practice involves the collection of performance data and then their off-line processing.
The connection between the presented tool and the automation of the TDEs is currently under
development. In this way, the software, in the forthcoming future, will be able to automatically act on
the electromechanical processes of TDEs from the perspective of Performance improvement. All this
has been made possible thanks to the commitment of the engine manufacturers in the implementation
of the principles of Industry 4.0. In particular, in order to offer the market increasingly cheaper products
(in terms of fuel consumption) and maintenance costs, the new engines are equipped with a dense
network of sensors that is capable of measuring all the quantities related to the definition of the engine
performance. The processing of this large amount of in-live data and the further connection with
the various actuators able to perform all the adjustments on the engine makes the TDEs of the latest
generation very competitive. In recent years, the competition among the various global marine engine
manufactures is in fact being fought not only from an economic point of view, but also in the continuous
research for new technological solutions that are capable of satisfying all the international regulations
issued in order to preserve the global environment.
In order to reduce the release of polluting substances into the atmosphere, many new technologies
have been invented and applied in ship propulsion systems. The use of alternative fuels to HFO
has been studied, and eventually, LNG can be considered a valid option (even if in this specific case,
the bunkering logistics network is not adequately functional at a global level). Hydrogen and ammonia
seem very promising, but currently, there is no availability of the large quantities needed to refuel
ships and the cost is orders of magnitude greater than that of HFO; moreover, ship propulsion systems
would become even more complex than they are.
In this scenario, shipowners need to make adequate profits in order to be able to carry out their
service continuously. They cannot operate their ships unless they comply with the international
regulations in force. Therefore, the use of the tool described in this paper will certainly benefit
them because TDEs working near the efficiency peak will reduce fuel consumption and maintenance,
reducing the periods of inactivity of the ship. Future developments of this work (already under
consideration) will concern the live visualization of the operating point of the compressor and the
turbine within the relative map and the addition of further components for the detection of PM and
lightning. Furthermore, the software will be equipped with a digital twin routine: by comparing the
real behavior of the engine with the expected one, it will be possible to predictively identify any wear
and tear of components inside the engine and set an artificial intelligence to autonomously modify the
operating parameters with a view to optimizing consumption, performance, energy, and maintenance.
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Nomenclature
.

mair
CD

.
mexh
.
mair eng
ηSV
ηT
ηTl
ΠV
ΠT
n298
BSFC
BSFCcorr
BSFCtotal
.
mideal
β
ReD
.
mreal
C
τ
k
K
ρair
∆p air nozzle
.
mnozzle
TC sealing air
n◦ TC
Peng
Carbonin
.
m f uel
Fuelmix cont C
Fueloil cont C
BSFCFuel oil−loss
.
m f uel, total
m f uel loss
t f uel loss
BSFCPilot oil
.
mPilot oil
Fuel gas cont C
BSFCFuel gas
.
m gas
Carbonout
Catomic mass
Pollutantemissions
Pollutantmolar mass
Pollutantmolar volume
Pollutantconcentration
ρexh
.
V exh
.
V exh, dry
.
mcomb air,wet
Comb aircont H2 O
Comb aircont CO2

Incoming air mass flowrate to the compressor [kg/s]
Discharge coefficient
Expansion coefficient
Exhaust gas mass flowrate [kg/s]
Incoming air mass flowrate to the engine [kg/s]
Compressor efficiency [%]
Turbine efficiency [%]
Overall efficiency of turbocharger [%]
Compressor pressure ratio
Turbine pressure ratio
Corrected turbocharger speed [rpm]
Brake-Specific Fuel Consumption [g/kWh]
ISO correction Brake-Specific Fuel Consumption [g/kWh]
Total Brake-Specific Fuel Consumption [g/kWh]
Ideal mass flowrate [kg/s]
Section diameters ratio
Reynolds number for shrinkage
Real mass flowrate [kg/s]
Flow shrinkage coefficient
Pressure ratio
Adiabatic expansion coefficient
Air Nozzle coefficient [m2 ]
Air density [kg/m3 ]
Orifice plate differential pressure [mbar]
Air Nozzle incoming mass flowrate to the compressor [kg/s]
Air loss within the compressor seal [%]
Number of turbochargers
Engine power [kW]
Carbon-inlet quantity [kg/h]
Net fuel flowrate [kg/h]
Carbon content in fuel mixture [% mass]
Carbon content in the primary fuel [% mass]
Brake-Specific Fuel Consumption minus losses [g/kWh]
Fuel flowrate, losses included [kg/h]
Mass of fuel lost [g]
Losses measurement time [min]
Pilot Brake-Specific Fuel Consumption [g/kWh]
Pilot fuel flowrate [g/h]
Fuel gas carbon content [% mass]
Brake-Specific Fuel gas Consumption [g/kWh]
Fuel gas flowrate [kg/h]
Carbon-outlet quantity [kg/h]
Carbon relative atomic mass [g]
Pollutant emissions [g/h]
Pollutant molar mass [g/mol]
Pollutant molar volume [m3 /mol]
Pollutant concentration
Exhaust gas density [kg/m3 ]
Wet exhaust gas volumetric flowrate [m3 /h]
Dry exhaust gas volumetric flowrate [m3 /h]
Wet mass flowrate of combustion air [kg/h]
Water content in combustion air [% mass]
Carbon dioxide content in combustion air [% mass]
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ρH 2 O
ρCO2
fC
Ha
Fuelmix cont H
FSC
Fuelmix cont N
Fuelmix cont O
kdtw
µ
khum NOx
T3 nom
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Water density [kg/m3 ]
Carbon dioxide density [kg/m3 ]
Emission carbon factor
h
i
Absolute moisture in aspiration air gH2 O /kgair dry
Hydrogen content in fuel mixture [% mass]
Fuel dry specific constant for exhaust gas
Nitrogen content in fuel mixture [% mass]
Oxygen content in fuel mixture [% mass]
Dry to wet coefficient
Component specific factor
Ambient-air temperature and moisture coefficient
Air receiver temperature [◦ C]

Abbreviations
ABB
CIMAC
CO
CO2
ECR
EU
GHG
HC
HFO
ICE
IMO
ISO
LABVIEW
LHVISO
LNG
MARPOL
MEPC
NOX
O2
PLC
SCR
SEEMP
SN
SO2
TC
TDE
THC
WIT

Asea Brown Boveri
International Council on Combustion Engines
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Effective Compression Ratio
European Union
GreenHouse Gases
HydroCarbon
Heavy Fuel Oil
Internal Combustion Engine
International Maritime Organization
International Organization for Standardization
Laboratory of Virtual Instrumentation and Engineering Workbench
ISO Lower Heating Value
Liquefied Natural Gas
International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution
Marine Environment Protection Committee
Nitrogen Oxides
Oxygen
Programmable Logic Controller
Selective Catalytic Reduction
Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan
Sensor Network
Sulphur Dioxides
Turbocharger
Turbocharged Diesel Engine
Total HydroCarbon
Wärtsilä Italia

Appendix A
In the paper, the following WIT Convention is used to standardize the terms/words related to thermodynamic
quantities (i.e., pressure and temperature [◦ C]) within performance documents. It was chosen for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.

The WIT standard simplifies reading formulae in internal documentation;
On test engines, the sensors for thermodynamic quantities (e.g., pressure gauges and thermocouples) are
installed on the basis of the WIT convention, and then additional calculations are not necessary;
The WIT standard does not distinguish between four-stroke and two-stroke engines. The only difference in
terms of number of sensors refers to single-stage and double-stage cases.

thermocouples) are installed on the basis of the WIT convention, and then additional calculations are
not necessary;
3. The WIT standard does not distinguish between four-stroke and two-stroke engines. The
only difference in terms of number of sensors refers to single-stage and double-stage cases.
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As regards the single-stage case (single turbocharger), with reference to Figure A1, the WIT
convention is the following:

Single-stage case

As regards the single-stage case (single turbocharger), with reference to Figure A1, the WIT convention is the
following:
•
Subscript “0” marks all the room/atmospheric/ambient-condition quantities;

•
Subscript
“1”allmarks
all the compressor-inlet quantities;
Subscript
“0” marks
the room/atmospheric/ambient-condition
quantities;
•
Subscript
“2”
marks
all the compressor-outlet
Subscript “1” marks all the compressor-inlet
quantities; quantities;
Subscript
“2” marks
the compressor-outlet
quantities;
•
Subscript
“3”allmarks
all the air-receiver
quantities;
Subscript
“3” marks
the air-receiver
quantities;
•
Subscript
“4”all
marks
the exhaust-gas
manifold temperature, calculated as the average of all
Subscript “4” marks the exhaust-gas manifold temperature, calculated as the average of all the exhaust-gas
the exhaust-gas manifold temperatures (each single temperature is marked through an additional
manifold temperatures (each single temperature is marked through an additional subscript that specifies
subscript
that specifies
It isthe
worth
noting that
the exhaust-gas
pressure
is not
the cylinder
number).theItcylinder
is worthnumber).
noting that
exhaust-gas
pressure
is not calculated
due to
its
significant
calculated
duefluctuation;
to its significant fluctuation;
•
Subscript
“5” marks
the turbine-inlet
quantities. Itquantities.
is worth noting
that, in noting
this case,that,
the pressure
valuethe
is
•
Subscript
“5”allmarks
all the turbine-inlet
It is worth
in this case,
stationary and can be measured;
value
stationary
can be measured;
•pressure
Subscript
“6”ismarks
all the and
turbine-outlet
quantities.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Subscript “6” marks all the turbine-outlet quantities.

Figure A1. WIT convention: single-stage case.
Figure A1. WIT convention: single-stage case.
As regards measurement units, the WIT uses the following:
•
••
•
•
•
••
••
••

As regards measurement units, the WIT uses the following:

Room/atmospheric pressure p0 [mbar];
Compressor-inlet
pressure
p1 [mbar];
Room/atmospheric
pressure
𝑝 [mbar];
Compressor-outlet pressure p2 [bar];
Compressor-inlet pressure 𝑝 [mbar];
Receiver pressure p3 [bar];
Compressor-outlet
𝑝 [bar];
Turbine-inlet
pressure ppressure
4 [bar];
Receiver pressure
𝑝 p5[bar];
Turbine-outlet
pressure
[bar];
Temperatures
[◦ C].
Turbine-inlet
pressure 𝑝 [bar];

• The
Turbine-outlet
pressure 𝑝 units
[bar];simplifies the measurement process of quantities, but it also has some
standard for measurement
•
Temperatures
[°C].
disadvantages.
Indeed,
since the SI unit for pressure is Pascal [Pa] and for temperature is Kelvin [K], proper
transformations are needed.
Double-stage case
As regards the double-stage case (two turbochargers in series), the WIT convention is the following, and it is
sketched in Figure A2:
•
•
•

Subscript “0” marks all the room/atmospheric/ambient-condition quantities;
Subscript “1LP” marks all the low-pressure compressor-inlet quantities;
Subscript “2LP” marks all the low-pressure compressor-outlet quantities;

Double-stage case
As regards the double-stage case (two turbochargers in series), the WIT convention is the
following, and it is sketched in Figure A2:
•

Subscript “0” marks all the room/atmospheric/ambient-condition quantities;
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marks all the low-pressure compressor-inlet quantities;
Subscript “2LP” marks all the low-pressure compressor-outlet quantities;
Subscript “1HP” marks all the high-pressure compressor-inlet quantities;
Subscript “1HP” marks all the high-pressure compressor-inlet quantities;
Subscript
“2HP”
marks
all high-pressure
the high-pressure
compressor-outlet
quantities;
Subscript
“2HP”
marks
all the
compressor-outlet
quantities;
Subscript
“3”
marks
all
the
air-receiver
quantities;
Subscript “3” marks all the air-receiver quantities;
Subscript
marks
the exhaust-gas
manifold
temperature,
calculated
as theofaverage
of all the
Subscript
“4”“4”
marks
the exhaust-gas
manifold
temperature,
calculated
as the average
all the exhaust-gas
manifold
temperatures;
exhaust-gas manifold temperatures;
Subscript “5HP” marks all the high-pressure turbine-inlet quantities;
Subscript “5HP” marks all the high-pressure turbine-inlet quantities;
Subscript “6HP” marks all the high-pressure turbine-outlet quantities;
Subscript
“6HP”
marks
alllow-pressure
the high-pressure
turbine-outlet
Subscript “5LP”
marks
all the
turbine-inlet
quantities;quantities;
Subscript
“5LP”
marks
all low-pressure
the low-pressure
turbine-inlet
quantities;
Subscript
“6LP”
marks
all the
turbine-outlet
quantities.
Subscript “6LP” marks all the low-pressure turbine-outlet quantities.
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“1LP”

•
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•
•
•
•
•
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•

Figure A2. WIT convention: Double-stage case.
Figure A2. WIT convention: Double-stage case.
As regards measurement units, the WIT uses the following:
•
••
••
••
•
•
•

•
••

As regards measurement units, the WIT uses the following:

Room/atmospheric pressure p0 [mbar];
Room/atmospheric
pressure
𝑝 p[mbar];
Compressor-inlet
pressure
p1LP and
1HP [mbar];
Compressor-outlet
pressure
p2LP𝑝and and
p2HP 𝑝[bar]; [mbar];
Compressor-inlet
pressure
Receiver
pressure
p
[bar];
3
Compressor-outlet pressure 𝑝
and 𝑝
[bar];
High-pressure turbine-inlet pressure p5HP [bar];
Receiver pressure 𝑝 [bar];
High-pressure turbine-outlet pressure p6HP , low-pressure turbine-inlet pressure p5LP and low-pressure
High-pressure
turbine-inlet
pressure 𝑝
[bar];
turbine-outlet
pressure
p6LP [bar];
◦
High-pressure
, low-pressure turbine-inlet pressure 𝑝
and lowTemperatures
[ C].turbine-outlet pressure 𝑝

pressure turbine-outlet pressure 𝑝
[bar];
In order to simplify calculations, the previous convention was slightly modified, in particular with reference
•
Temperatures
[°C].
to inlet and outlet quantities. Indeed, the double-stage case can be equated to a single-stage case having the
following characteristics:

In order to simplify calculations, the previous convention was slightly modified, in particular

• with
Compressor
inlet
= low-pressure
compressorIndeed,
inlet; the double-stage case can be equated to a singlereference to
inlet
and outlet quantities.
• stage
Compressor
outlet
=
high-pressure
compressor
case having the following characteristics: outlet;
•
Turbine inlet = high-pressure turbine inlet;
• • Turbine
outlet =inlet
low-pressure
turbine compressor
outlet.
Compressor
= low-pressure
inlet;
In addition, thermodynamic quantities regarding the high-pressure turbine outlet and the low-pressure
turbine inlet can be simplified. Since these values are very similar, they are considered equal and marked with the
subscript “5LP” (the subscript of low-pressure turbine-inlet quantities).
In conclusion, the modified WIT convention for double-stage cases is presented in Figure A3.

•

Turbine outlet = low-pressure turbine outlet.

In addition, thermodynamic quantities regarding the high-pressure turbine outlet and the lowpressure turbine inlet can be simplified. Since these values are very similar, they are considered equal
and marked with the subscript “5LP” (the subscript of low-pressure turbine-inlet quantities).
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In conclusion, the modified WIT convention for double-stage cases is presented in Figure A3.

Figure A3. Modified WIT convention: Double-stage case.
Figure A3. Modified WIT convention: Double-stage case.
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